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Energy Efficiency of Computing: The Past

Total intensity of  computing worldwide has increased by ~6 orders of  magnitude over the last 30 
years!
◦ Order ~1,000× or so every 15 years (~10× every 5 years, ~100× every 10 years).

Example calculation: As a rough proxy for global aggregate computing intensity, 
let’s consider all the machines on the TOP500 list taken together:
◦ First (June 1993) edition:

◦ Aggregate max sustained performance = 1.123 Tflop/s

◦ Most recent (Nov. 2022) edition:
◦ Aggregate max sustained performance = 4,864,000 Tflop/s (4.8 Eflop/s)

◦ Overall increase of  4.33M× over 29.5 years
◦ Average increase of 68.1% per year = 2,400× per 15 years

Arguably, the increase in compute has enabled much of  the economic growth in the past 30 years.

Would this increase have been possible without comparable increases in energy efficiency? → NO.
◦ Energy efficiency (not increased energy consumption) accounts for the vast majority of  increase.

Can we hope for comparable increases in total compute (& associated economic growth) without 
similar increases in energy efficiency over the next 30 years (to ~2050)? → ABSOLUTELY NO.
◦ Computing already accounts for a significant fraction of  total electric power usage!
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Energy Efficiency of Computing: The Present

What is the outlook given “business as usual” CMOS technology 
development looking forward?

◦ Unfortunately, it’s not very good!!

◦ Roadmap has low-level energy efficiency increasing by only ~2× over next 15y!
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(Data & chart from IRDS 22 More Moore chapter)

By 2037, we are very close to fundamental limits:

• ∆ channel charge per nanosheet is only ~14 

electrons (or ~3 e− for low-voltage operation). 

• ∆ ½CV2 gate energy per quantum channel is 

~80 kT. At low voltages, total gate energy for 

an entire standard logic cell is only ~50 kT.



Energy Efficiency of Computing: The Future

Because low-level energy efficiency of  CMOS is only increasing ~2×
over the next 15 years (by 2037), power-density-limited throughput 
density will also only increase by ~2× over this period!
◦ You can scale a little better with low-voltage operation, but not much…

But, fully adiabatic switching (w. quasi-trapezoidal AC supplies) can 
(in principle) improve the raw switching throughput density (per die) 
by up to ~100× compared to conventional switching (even low-V).
◦ Realizing these kind of  benefits requires (at least local) use of  reversible 

computing design principles.

But, reversible design imposes its own overheads, and there are many
engineering challenges that will need be addressed in order to produce 
practical adiabatic/reversible designs with substantial benefits.
◦ Design of high-Q resonators and power-clock distribution networks.

◦ Load balancing: Minimizing random variations in cycle-to-cycle energy.

◦ Achieving increased dynamic (AC supply RMS) power density.

◦ Minimizing overheads of  reversible (hardware) algorithms for target 
functions.

◦ EDA tool development to support adiabatic/reversible designs.

If  we want to continue improving the energy efficiency (throughput 
per Watt) of  digital compute at comparable to historical rates, we have 
to start seriously tackling the challenges of  adiabatic/reversible design.
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